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 Movement is the key to Kong: Skull Island. Play through massive, open areas with throngs of enemies that require careful coordination to master. Get a step ahead with fast, reactive AI that keeps you one step ahead of the enemy. Be a part of Skull Island. Skull Island is a cinematic Monster Survival game like no other. With tons of Monsters, fantastic customisation, collectible items, and an epic
story, you'll be able to re-live the experience of a movie. Features:* Cinematic Monster Survival gameplay like no other.* A blockbuster action-adventure experience with awesome platforming, survival gameplay and epic boss battles.* Explore a massive open island with jungles, caves, mountains, ruins, caves, & more.* Battle ferocious Monsters with a variety of melee and ranged attacks.* Use a
wide range of weapons to defeat the Monster armies, including an oversized chainsaw, flame throwers, and more.* Discover exciting collectible items and upgrade your weapons and armor.* Complete a perilous quest to save your friends from the Skull Island Monster menagerie.* Kong: Skull Island is rated M for Mature and is intended for players 17 and over. For information on how to obtain a
parental set of controls for PlayStation VR, click here. Game features: * Support for DualShock 4 gamepads. * Stunning graphics with over-the-top levels of depth. * More than 100 hand-crafted Creatures. * A cinematic, Monster-Survival style game like no other. * Blood, sweat, and tears. * Use of the T-Rex in battle! Minimum system requirements: OS: PlayStation®4 CPU: 2.2 GHz Quad-Core

CPU Memory: 4 GB GPU: 500 MHz GPU RAM: 2 GB Hard Drive: 2 GB * PlayStation®4 dynamic update system * Online features: If you have a PlayStation®Network account, you will need to set up a PlayStation®Network account to use PlayStation®Store and other online features. * PlayStation®VR: A DualShock 4 gamepad is required to use PlayStation®VR, which is sold separately. *
PlayStation®VR motion controller support: The camera is not compatible with PlayStation®VR motion controllers. * Remote Play: PlayStation®VR games can be remotely played with the PS4 system as long as they 520fdb1ae7
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